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Compression in the context of digital audio is used to reduce the dynamic range of an
audio signal. This is often used to reduce volume to make the audio replayable over a

given playback device without distortion. When this process is applied in an electronic
or analogue context it is often referred to as soft clipping. Analog compression is the

inverse of soft clipping; this is the process of introducing artificial harmonic distortion
into an audio signal to increase the overall loudness of the recorded source. This process
is often used in mixing and on professional audio consoles and tape machines to adjust
the overall volume of a mix before it is sent to amplification. The general principle and

maths behind compression is fairly simple. Let's say you have a 64-step audio signal
which represents the amplitude of 16 bit audio data, that means the lowest 16-bit

amplitude is -16384 and the highest is 16384. If we double this, and if our new 16-bit
amplitude is represented in the 0-65536 range, this means our new range represents a
dynamic range of 1.6 x the old range, i.e. 16384^2 = 65536 or 65,536. A compression
factor of x2 will halve the dynamic range. Similarly, a compression factor of x4 will

quadruple the dynamic range. So doubling the compression factor means that the
dynamic range is halved. If we were to take the pure sine wave of an audio signal,
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assume we have A maximum amplitude value of 65536 and A minimum amplitude
value of -16384, if we take the sum of the difference of these two waveforms, i.e. the
difference between 65536 and -16384 and divide by 2 we get 65536 / 2 = 32833. So
the difference between our maximum and minimum amplitude values is 32767. The

beauty of doubling this is that we now have the difference between 32768 and 32768,
i.e. zero, which is why the difference between 65536 and 65536 is zero, but the

difference between 32768 and 32768 is 32768. So when we double this difference, we
halve the sum of the difference between the maximum and minimum amplitudes. The
simple mathematical rule is that doubling the compression factor halves the amplitude
of the peak, but if the peak is smaller than twice the compression factor, the difference

between the maximum and minimum values is halved, and when the difference is
below twice the compression factor, the

FAT+ For PC (Updated 2022)

FEATURES: 100% analog saturation Deluxe 12db gain Deluxe 4x over sampling 48
VU minable Supports 24 Bit / 96 KHz 192 kHz and 24 Bit / 48 KHz 96 KHz Supports
99 dBFS - 110 dBFS Supports 0 dBu - 5dBU Supports 64/128/256/512 fmt Internal
multiplier and attenuator Internal digital iZotope Opcode30 Apply the VU meter to

each input to monitor each channel before you mix 3 Digital effect slots (ADC, Delay,
Reverb) The two inside preamps enable you to control the balance of the mix with each
channel. You can attenuate the highs or basses, making the mix more balanced for your

listening comfort. 3 built-in resonant filters adjustable resonance and low-pass, high-
pass and Band-pass filters switchable gain stages internal limiter (recommended for
smooth limiting) Supports 99 dBFS - 110 dBFS Supports 0 dBu - 5dBU Supports

64/128/256/512 fmt Pre-Amplifier feature for use with monitors Bass, MID & Treble
controls for mixing/mastering Crossover for bass and treble, or monitor channel to an
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external destination Independently control VU Built-in reverb Manual equalizer
Balance/Bass/Mid/Treble 3-Way Switch Use a digital multitap wheel to set the lows and

mids in various ranges 4 preamps from which the 2 which are especially sensitive to
volume are favored (Stereo and Mono) +/- Level Rhetoric meters for the compressor
Linear non-vector ADCs that are capable of delivering 18V/24V linear voltage Front

Panel Features: VU Meter Indicators (Red: +, Blue: -) for all 3 inputs Upper Right: Line
A (+), Line B (+), Bass Lower Left: Line A (-), Line B (-) VDL (balanced) directly
from Line C (+) ADC (stereo) easily configurable No Signal condition LED Line

Output Rhetoric (optional - included) 09e8f5149f
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FAT+ For Windows

Features 4x internal oversampling 4x wet peak 4x wet RMS 4x wet ungainly 4x wet
sculpting Analog saturation High pass & low pass filters The FAT+ was designed with
many parameters and knobs to make designing audio effects easy and intuitive for you.
Use these knobs to control your system and make your system sound the way you want
it to. The FAT+ was designed to assist you in creating your own dream system with this
product. Control Control The FAT+ system is built for you to control every parameter
of the system. The FAT+ has 50 effect parameters to give you a range of control over
almost every problem in your audio system. Main features: 4x internal oversampling 4x
wet peak 4x wet RMS 4x wet ungainly 4x wet sculpting 4x tube saturation 4x tube
compression Analog saturation High pass & low pass filters Overdrive Overdrive The
FAT+ overdrive has an analog tube overdrive stage which emulates overdrive from
analog tape emulsions. The FAT+ overdrive is housed in a stylish brushed aluminum
front panel to make life easier for you. Features: 4x internal oversampling 4x wet peak
4x wet RMS 4x wet ungainly 4x wet sculpting 4x tube saturation 4x tube compression
Analog overdrive High pass & low pass filters Active EQ Active EQ The active EQ
allows you to take your voice out of the path of the eq on stereo channels. You can set
the left and right channel’s volume control and set the right and left’s actual eq position
to allow you control an equal power mix between the left and right speaker. The active
eq also allows you to shift a pre-set eq and volume control in the opposite direction of a
pre-set tone. The FAT+ can easily be controlled with all of your analog console
controllers and software synthesizers. The FAT+ has an active eq on stereo channels
allowing you to take the effects on one channel out of the path of the eq on the other
channel. Input Control Input control When a dynamic cable is connected to the input of
FAT+ the FAT+ will track the input signal accurately and will cause the volume control
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to control the dynamic level as well. The FAT+ allows you to set the full

What's New in the FAT ?

FAT+ is a Tool designed for an efficient saturation or soft clipping of the any channels
of your Mix. You can saturate, hard clip, soft clip or clip the main and auxiliary signals,
mixers, stereo buss, drums, individual tracks etc. FAT+ is a very comfortable and
feature rich saturation tool with 4 x internal oversampling (up to 48 kHz) for the
highest quality. The THD reduction is also 4x and the best regularization is 4x as well.
So you can enjoy the greatest saturation quality and the lowest distortion for the money.
FAT+ uses the console with a normal effect stack to achieve its highest quality, but also
the supplied apps are in FAT+-format. As a result you can use the now supported
TITAN effect, LOOSELY COMPETES and even the legendary JOCKE compressor to
get the best use of FAT+ with no extra effort. The internal oversampling (48 kHz) is
simply the most important feature of FAT+ because you can use it to get rid of artifacts
due to the internal sample rate. Here all the oversampling steps are happening at 48
kHz. With FAT+ you do not have to have any knowledge about audio hardware or
digital circuitry which is why FAT+ can be easily switched to emaculate style clipping
or tube style saturation. With the same amount of distortion FAT+ also can provide you
with emaculate style clipping or tube style saturation. The THD reduction by FAT+ is
theoretically 4 times as large as FAT+ is currently made. So even a 48 kHz recording
will get its limit with FAT+ in the sound quality department. FAT+ also provides the
best regularization of an input signal as well as a clean signal after saturation. So more
notches means a more regular signal and better saturation quality. The best setting for
the regularization is important to get the best sound quality. This is the reason why
FAT+ boasts such a high quality sound. FAT+ is suitable for short delays and for long
delays. This includes the interesting feature of the reversed volume of the signal. So
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even for short delays you get the reversed volume to get the most of the amplification
of the available steps of internal oversampling. The available internal steps of
oversampling also make FAT+ very agile to your needs. FAT+ is for example very agile
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 64-bit Processor: Dual-Core 2 GHz Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or ATI Radeon HD 4870 DirectX: Version 9.0
Hard Drive: 20 GB available space Additional Notes: Screenshots in DirectX
Screenshots in DirectX Audio: DirectX compatible sound card DirectX compatible
sound card Additional Notes: MSI Afterburner V2.0 or higher required for some
features Minimum:OS: Windows 7
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